Dianne Williams
  - Been with the US Postal Service since Dec. 1, 1969 and came in as a mail handler
  - Currently the Central Region Director for National Postal Mail Handlers Union (serving the states Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, and Michigan)
  - Themes:
    - Discusses the few number of female employees when first started and negative environment: (1:30 – 2:34)
    - Discusses socialization with coworkers: (2:48 – 3:14) “It was a good…”
    - Discusses male employees who helped her: (3:22– 3:54)
    - Discusses the toll on family life: (4:01 – 4:44)
    - Discusses pregnancy on the job: (5:18 – 6:04)
    - Discusses involvement with the Women’s Program (6:12 – 6:43) “I’ve been involved in….,” and specific examples of the type of work: (6:51 – 9:10) “We got involved…”
    - Discusses discrimination from customers as well as from male postal employees: (10:48 – 11:15) “I’ve been in situations…”
    - Discusses the increase in the number of women in the service since when she first came in 1969 (11:23 – 12:02) “When I came into…”